Caring that you make the right choice

Need help deciding if Cigna coverage is right for you? The information you’re looking for is just a phone call away!

A helpful, friendly resource

Learn more about the features and advantages of Cigna coverage. Call today and speak with a knowledgeable enrollment specialist for:

› Information on specific plans.
› Help finding participating doctors and other health care professionals.
› Comparisons of all Cigna products and resources available to you.

This service is limited to providing information only. Enrollment cannot be completed through this line. Please contact your employer for enrollment instructions.

We invite you to call us during your enrollment period. We look forward to hearing from you.

For questions about Cigna coverage and enrollment, call us 24/7 at 800.564.7642.

Offered by Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, or their affiliates.

All group insurance policies and health benefit plans contain exclusions and limitations. For costs and complete details of coverage, see your plan documents.
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